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- The principal of Flagstone then ask them to leave when one of the females, later identified
as Jennifer VIRDIN (DOB/ 06-26-80), began yelling.
- Prior to police arrival, both Jennifer and the other female, Stacey CHAMATY (DOB/ 09-30SUBJECT
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- Jennifer and Stacey were placing flyers on vehicles pertaining to upcoming school board
elections.
- They had selected this time to place the flyers because parents were attending back to
school night and they wished to petition voters with children in school to vote for
candidates they were promoting.
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- Jennifer requested that police ask for the flyers back.
- She was advised that I would pass along the request but as the flyers were placed on
unattended vehicles I could not require her to return them.
- I also advised Jennifer that though she could endorse candidates in the school's parking
lot, she should use future caution regarding petitioning during times that could interfere
with the educational process.
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- Jennifer also advised of previous issues between her and Kelly.
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I then spoke with Kelly who related the following information:
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SOURCE OF ACTIVITY / BACKGROUND:
On 08-24-17 at 1841 hours, Ofc Kennedy and I were dispatched to Flagstone Elementary,
located at 104 Lovington St., Castle Rock, County of Douglas, Colorado on a reported
solicitor complaint.
OFFICER OBSERVATION / INVESTIGATION:
While en route, dispatch advised of the following:
- Two females who were originally at Sage Canyon Elementary School were asked to leave
Sage Canyon property because they were handing out flyers.
- School security wanted the persons removed from the property at Sage Canyon because
they did not allow flyers to be handed out on school property.
- The two females left the school property and then went to Flagstone Elementary where
they began handing out flyers again.
- The principal of Flagstone then ask them to leave when one of the females, later identified
as Jennifer VIRDIN (DOB/ 06-26-80), began yelling.
- Prior to police arrival, both Jennifer and the other female, Stacey CHAMATY (DOB/ 09-3070), left the school to wait on the street in front of the school.
Upon my arrival, I spoke with Jennifer. She related the following information:
- Jennifer and Stacey were placing flyers on vehicles pertaining to upcoming school board
elections.
- They had selected this time to place the flyers because parents were attending back to
school night and they wished to petition voters with children in school to vote for
candidates they were promoting.
- After placing the flyers they were notified that the school's principal, Kelly SMITH (DOB/
, had removed the flyers from the vehicles.
- Jennifer then began asking Kelly if she had removed the flyers and if she would return
them.
- Jennifer requested that police ask for the flyers back.
- She was advised that I would pass along the request but as the flyers were placed on
unattended vehicles I could not require her to return them.
- I also advised Jennifer that though she could endorse candidates in the school's parking
lot, she should use future caution regarding petitioning during times that could interfere
with the educational process.
- She advised that she understood and they have advised other persons endorsing specific
candidates the same.
- Jennifer also advised of previous issues between her and Kelly.
- Jennifer advised she would not return to Flagstone Elementary School due to the
previous issues between them.
I then spoke with Kelly who related the following information:
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- She has had previous contentious issues with Jennifer when Jennifer's children were
enrolled at the school. (See CR#15-25714)
- She contacted district administrators regarding the flyers and she was asked to remove
the flyers.
- When Jennifer returned after removing the flyers, she felt threatened by Jennifer.
- Jennifer repeatedly yelled "did you take my flyers" at Kelly.
- Kelly stated that Jennifer's body language was threatening to her and was harassing.
- Kelly's concern was Jennifer's behavior and felt that it constituted harassment.
- I advised Kelly to consult with the school districts administration regarding the flyers as
Law Enforcement cannot intervene in peaceful political process.
- Kelly was also advised that Jennifer's actions were not criminal in nature at this time.
Ofc Kennedy and I then stood by while Kelly left the area at Kelly's request.
CASE STATUS: Closed. No criminal activity.
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